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CLOSING REMARKS
President Mark B. Rosenberg

Felecia Townsend, Mistress of Ceremonies
Director, Business Services
IN MEMORIAM

Thor Dunmire
Coordinator of Research Programs
School of Environment, Arts and Society (SEAS)

Carol A Patsdaughter
Clinical Professor
Nicole Wertheim College of Nursing and Health Sciences
You Make it Possible

5 years

Christina Abdelmalak
Jennifer A Abeloff
Ramiro Acosta
Juan M Acuna
Larissa M Adames

Maria Alfonso
Cassandra Alonso
Adrian U Jin Ang
Gregory Antoine
Jessica Aristzabal

Eric Emmett Arneson
Rebeca De Las Mercedes Arocha
Jose E Arteaga Villaquiran
Hafida Assif
Rosa Babino

Whitney Albert Bauman
Mathew Bendet
Jose R Bermudez
Hiranmoy Bhattacharjee
Michael Andrew Black

Alejandra M Blanco
Steven Ryan Blevins
Sarah Louise Boehm
Leslie Bofill
Luis Oswaldo Bohorquez

Rodolfo Bonnin
Endre Borsos
Somlit Kelly Bounchareune
Henry O Briceno
Deron E Burkepile

Christine I. Caly
Gretter Machin
Jannette S. Sawzak
Caridad M. Machado

David Francis Skipp
Rebeca De Las Mercedes Arocha
Juan M. Valle

FIU Service and Recognition Awards Ceremony 2014
Andrea D Bynum
Jean M Byron
Martha B Cabrera
Nancy Cadavid
Nathaniel E Cadle

Christine I Caly
Angela Cambareri
Julia A Cancino
Jennifer Cao
Joan Mary Carney

Linda Carty
Daniel Castellanos
Fannie Nicole Castellanos
Nathalie Ceus
Shaoming Cheng

Elena Wai Yee Cheung
Wen-Hsiu Chou
Marcel Cigales
Agnes Wilma Clarke
Janik Marie Claude Collin

Kathryne Ella Collins
Aymee M Correa
Luis Ruben Cortes
German M Cruz
Graciella Cueto-Corp

Anthony Paul De Caprio
Javier A De La Llama
Timothy A Dean
Patricia Elizabeth Delgado
Daniel Diaz
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Cameron W. Jones
Evelyn Izaguirre
Tricia Joyce Galiano
Daniel F. Nolan
Julia A. Cancino
Giannela Eriela Ricord

Frances Rodriguez
Ana M Rosado
Juan Pablo Sarmiento
Ashley G Shapiro
David Francis Skipp
Georgette Stille

Jacqueline R Rojas
Milza Rosales
Jannette S Sawzak
Laurie Jeanne Shrage
Kristen Elizabeth Sofge
Sandro Alex Stumpf

Marco E Rojas
Sammi Marie Rosin
Gideon L Schnog
Gideon L Schnog
Lilian Solorzano
Patricia C Tabares

Dianne Roque
Carlos Antonio Santos III
Lynn C Seagrave
Lynn C Seagrave
Aileen Soto
Diana Taveras-Larrosa

Gustavo Roque
Ana Teresa Santos
Humerto Sesma
Diane Margo Singh
John Willaard Steele
Nathalie J Theodore
You Make it Possible
You Make it Possible
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Hilda Aguilera
Jose R Almirall
Alfredo Andia
Tori J Arpad-Cotta
Annette N Baham

Angelo E Barrios
Leonard B Bliss
Valerie L Boulos
John H Boyd
Clara P Cabal

Francisco G Cabrera
Terese P Campbell
Cynthia C Chinelly
E Judith Cohen
Lori-Ann M Cox

Jeannette Cruz
Sharon V Duchatelier
Eric S Dwyer
Tracye L Eades Mickle
Michelle Enamorado

Connie W Freeland
Evelyn E Gaiser
Cheng-Tin Gan
Piero R Gardinali
Joan D Gonzalez

Palmer Graves
Ana C Guida
Zoraya C Hernandez
Richard Hoadley
Michael J Hughes
You Make it Possible
You Make it Possible
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Lorraine Bahrick
Constance S Bates
William K Beesting
Gregory H. Burdine-Coakley

Leonard Elbaum
H Rudolf Fiebig
Hugh Gladwin
Sushil Gupta

James D Keys
George J Kyparisis
Pedro Lorenzo
Peter A Machonis

Mary A. Manella
Amir F Moatamedi
Osama A Mohammed
Martha V Napoles

Gustavo Roig
Sarah D. Somerset
Peter Taylor

FIU Service and Recognition Awards Ceremony 2014
The people of FIU make it possible. Every breathtaking discovery. Every joyous Commencement. Every innovative community partnership. Every gleaming building.

Of our faculty and staff hired in 1973, the following are still here with us celebrating more than 40 years of dedicated service: Lillian Lodge Kopenhaver and Florentin Maurasse.

They’ve participated in four decades of dizzying change. They’ve said goodbye to colleagues, friends and students even as they’ve welcomed their successors, each of whom arrived at FIU like they did — with hearts and minds filled with anticipation for what was to come. They are constants at an institution whose mission embraces change — transforming minds, transforming individuals and communities.

For many of us, FIU is a place we’ve never gotten over. It’s a place where we can find our passions, follow them and help others as they endeavor to do the same.

It is thanks to people like Lillian and Florentin, individuals who have welcomed and shaped change for four decades, that FIU has been able to ensure that what matters most survives and thrives even as so much shifts around us.
Florentin Maurasse
Professor
Department of Earth
and Environment

Lillian Lodge Kopenhaver
Dean Emeritus and Professor
School of Journalism and
Mass Communication
26 FIU Service and Recognition Awards Ceremony 2014
Retirees

Juan A Martinez
Maria B Martinez
Maria Mazorra
Virgilia A Mollinedo
Michael S Munro

Alicia Padilla
William Patterson
Nicolas Perez
Geraldine S Plummer
Mary J Porumbescu

Esther Propis Yormack
Jesus A Rabre
Betty Sanchez-Agramont
Arcadio T Sanchez
Minervo Sarasola

Gautam Sen
Barry O Shiflett
Larry A Smith
Martha Soledad
Oria Solis

Carol S Stepick
Jorge L Suarez
Kathy Taylor
Frank J Tomassini
Humberto Torres

Maria M Velazquez
Robert Vos
Susan R Weiss
Beverly Z Welber
Lana J Womble

Betty J Wright
Claudia S Yanni
2014 FIU Service and Recognition Awards

FIU Torch Award
Exemplified FIU’s institutional values of truth, freedom, respect, responsibility and excellence by exhibiting the highest standards of character and ethical behavior.

Andrea L Aguilera
Faith P Brammer
Ciro L Castro
Lori-Ann M Cox
Jose F Grullon
Xiang Li
Gretter Machin
Lejeune M March
Evangelia M Prevolis
Maria C Purvis
Mariselly M Rivero
Suzanna M Rose
Cristobal Ruiz
Dana H Sacco
Felecia D Vines Townsend

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Faith P Brammer
Xiang Li

FIU Knowledge Award
Served as a role model for the pursuit, generation, dissemination, and application of knowledge through professional development, mentorship and/or peer development.

Doreatha S Belton
Mariela I Delgado
Marianna J Murray
College of Architecture + The Arts
Britton M Davis
Rashida L Taylor

FIU Opportunity Award
Promoted FIU’s vision of being a leading urban public research university by contributing outstanding service with a focus on student learning, innovation and collaboration.

Carlos A Becerra
Rosa Valerie Boza
Faith P Brammer
Consuelo A Cano
Ciro L Castro
Harold E Clayton
Wingrove Duverney
Desiree Elias
Claudia E Estrada
Dawn M Fagnan
Tricia J Galiano
Andrea E Green
Cesiah Leon
Carolyn M Meeker
Elizabeth Naranjo
Leisy Ponce
Rebecca B Ramos
Dorret E Sawyers
Tiana Solis
Felecia D Vines Townsend
Graham Center Custodial & Maintenance Team
Jason R Ali
Frances Aliaga
Alejandro Batista
Ana M Campos
Maria E Cisneros James
Josefina Dennes
Jesus A Espino
Marcos L Gisbert
Olga Mejia
Cristobal R Molina

Guillermo Morey
Carlos M Rodriguez
Rafael M Sanchez
Bernardo Tapanes

Telecommunications Service & Billing
Hilda A Alfaro
Ivon Lopez
Deborah K Taylor
Ana A Valenzuela
**FIU Community Award**

Supported the university’s mission by promoting high quality teaching, state-of-the-art research and creative activity, or collaborative engagement with our local and global communities during the past year. This award is being sponsored by the Gabor Agency, Inc.

Mabel D Abreu
Jose R Almirall
Clara Barman
Constance S Bates
Joy L Blanchard
William H Chamberlain
Harold E Clayton
Gabriela Esteves
Gloria M Garcia
Krishnaswamy Jayachandran
James P Mickle

Osama A Mohammed
Maureen C Pelham
Nagarajan Prabakar
Althea M Silvera
Marc G Weinstein

**FIU Alumni Relations Team**

Patricia T Lopez Guerrero
Sabrena A O’Keefe
Nashira A Williams

**Center for Leadership & Service (Student Affairs)**

Beverly Dalrymple
Joanna Garcia
Katyuska Hernandez

Amanda B Wood
Simone R Worsdale

*Special thanks to:*

Jordan Basadre
Sara DuCuennois
Alejandra Laitano

**FIU Sustainability Award**

Promoted FIU’s respect for the environment by providing knowledge, education and modeling ways to achieve climate preservation as well as capitalize on the economic opportunities of the solutions developed.

Faith P Brammer
Evelyn E Gaiser
Amir Mirmiran
Mario A Saavedra

**President’s Access & Equity Award**

Demonstrated efforts exceeding his or her mandated job responsibilities to support the goals and objectives of diversity and inclusion. A demonstrated commitment to the spirit of diversity through participation in extracurricular activities and/or formal or informal initiatives at the institutional, community, state, regional or national level; shown leadership through positive interaction among persons of different cultural backgrounds; and behavior which illustrates commitment to inclusion of persons within the institution who are members of traditionally under-represented groups.

Sharon M Aaron
Endre Borsos
Sandra B Caprioli
Lori-Ann M Cox

Elizabeth D Cramer
Cecile H Houry
El paganier K Hudson
Glenn C Hutchinson Jr

Sonja S Montas Hunter
Karla S Munoz Caamaño
Ivy B Siegel
Gisela P Vega

Susan E Webster
**Presidential Excellence Award**

Supported institutional, strategic and operational excellence by restructuring processes to improve efficiency, productivity and quality; and/or implementing critical programs; receiving recognition from peers in the academic community for excellence in research, scholastic or creative activities.

Korrin L Anderson  
Bonnie J Bair  
Stephen A Bromfield  
Laura C Castillo  
Ciro L Castro  
Charles A Donate  
Sandra M Duran  
Christine M Fitzgerald  
Carlos A Flores  
Larisa Goldberg  
Mario I Gonzalez  
Benjamin P Jarrell  
Shivani Joshi  
Sakhrat Khizroev  
Miranda Kitterlin  
Angela M Laird  
Helvetiella Longoria  
Natassia Martinez  
Birgitta M Rausch Montoto  
Maria T Sierra  
Carlos E Varona  
Nateli C Vicens  
Simone R Worsdale

**A-Team**
- Natacha Cesar  
- Amado Gonzalez  
- Alberto Oria  
- Andres F Pulido

**Accounting & Financial Reporting Services Team**
- Bonnie J Bair  
- Michelle V Chiu Hung  
- Herlan A Dominguez Baez  
- Desiree Elias  
- Jose F Grullon  
- Barbara M Matthews

**Algebra On-Line Math Pilot**
- Elizabeth C Ferris  
- Jeremiah K Hower  
- Suzanna M Rose  
- Leanne M Wells

**Aquarius Reef Base Crew**
- Thor Dunmire (Posthumous)  
- James W Fourqurean  
- Rogelio Garcia

**Mark W Hulsbeek**  
**Thomas A Potts**  
**Otto C Rutten**  
**Aileen Soto**

**Special thanks to:**  
Henry J Stark

**College of Business Advising**
- Jennifer Aguiar  
- Esther Benayoun  
- Oscar E Diaz  
- Elaine M Hodge

**Credit Card Solutions Department (Controller’s)**
- Desislava I Angelova  
- Tracey L Eades Mickle  
- Getchens Plancher  
- Martha B Wong

**Enrollment Cancellation Cross-Functional Team**
- Paule L Champagne  
- Ledys Diaz  
- Marina Gitelman  
- Andrea D Jay  
- Natassia Martinez  
- Srilakshmi R Medam  
- Ida I Pabon  
- Jessy L Palma  
- Lan Quach  
- Daniel A Ramirez  
- Luis J Rodriguez

**eMerge Americas Team**
- JoAnn C Adkins  
- Ayleen Barbel Fattal  
- Amy J Ellis

**Maria K Lovett**  
**Eduardo Merille**  
**Kristina Mur**  
**Oscar E Negret**  
**Robyn H Nissim**  
**Ana C Ortega**  
**Evelyn S Perez**  
**Dania Rivero**  
**Aileen Sola Torres**  
**Juan A Turro**  
**Ayxa A Vecino**
Francisco A Valines
Carlos E Varona

Enrollment Processing Center
Eliset Gonzalez Morales
Edivaldo S Mota
Jason J Rodriguez
Catherine Septon

Enrollment Services - Data and Communications Team
Mario Ares
Leira Dearriba Hernand
Liesel I Diaz Fernandez
Alexandra Laforest
Rosa A Prieto
Idania Rodriguez
Catherine Septon
Micheline St Pierre Milian

Enrollment Services Processing - Evaluations Team
Vanessa A Ares
Antonia Baz Aladro
Ana L Cepero
Priscilla E Davis
Elizabeth Estrada

Lourdes Fonseca
Lilian C Martinez
Heather C Smith

Enrollment Services Processing - Transfer Credits
Monique A Archibald
Valerie M Barry
Dailyn Capo
Marleny Diaz Gonzalez
Beatriz Fernandez Penate
Mariana Flores Herrera
Grethel Julbe Crespo
Stephanie Sanchez

FIU Alumni Relations Team
Alina S Alfonso
Amanda Gomez
Elena M Martinez
Paulina Munoz
Marisol Sierra
Duane M Wiles
Amanda B Wood
Simone R Worsdale

Sara DuCuennois
Alejandra Laitano

ISSS Team
Alicia E Yanes Camblor
Margarita Zapata

ImageNow Team
Jason M Allen
Lowell R Armstrong
Jiali Ding
Fernando H Lojo
Arianny Rodriguez
John R Vargas

Intellicapture for Ap Invoices
Jason M Allen
Liza Del Campo
Karina L Delgado
Jiali Ding
Ramon Duenas
Sandra M Duran
Larisa Goldberg
Fernando H Lojo
Johaira P Pilarte
John R Vargas

Special thanks to:
Jordan Basadre

LGBTQA Training and Development Committee
Jeannette Cruz
Joanna Garcia
Ashley A Grimes
Jonathan R Monti

NCAA Progress to Degree Project
Lissette Bonilla
Christine M Fitzgerald
Helen C Gonzalez
Jorge Gonzalez
Victoria H Hammeal

TedxFIU Team
Elizabeth Aguila
Douglas N Garland
Douglas W Hungerford
Eduardo Merille
Kristina Mur
Deborah E O’Neil
Dania Rivero
Aileen Sola Torres
Ayxa A Vecino
FIU is proud to have faculty and staff who not only embrace our philosophy of being *WorldsAhead*, but embody it. Their dedication, drive and commitment extend beyond the university, impacting our community in ways real and relevant. We thank them for making FIU an institution of possibility and innovation.